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What is geodiversity and why do 
we care?
How do the ways of measuring 
geodiversity differ?
Which metrics predict diversity of 
trees and birds across spatial 
scales?



Conserving nature’s stage
Hutchinson’s ecological theatre and evolutionary play



Conserving nature’s stage
Hutchinson’s ecological theatre and evolutionary play



What is geodiversity and why do we care?

Variety and distribution of 
nonliving features of the 
landscape

Zarnetske et al., Global Ecol Biogeogr (In review)
Record et al., Remote Sensing of Plant Biodiversity, Eds. Cavender-Bares, Gamon, Townsend (In revision)



https://bioxgeo.github.io/bioXgeo_ProductsTable/
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Some simple landscape metrics…

raw elevation pixel values roughness: maximal difference
between focal pixel and neighbors

TRI: mean difference between
focal pixel and neighbors



…but the spatial grain is what counts!

standard deviation of
elevation within circle

mean roughness
within circle

mean TRI
within circle



Metrics capture different, 
but overlapping, aspects of 
geodiversity

roughness vs. 
standard deviation

ruggedness vs. 
roughness

ruggedness vs. 
standard deviation
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Scale of biodiversity metrics = 
scale of geodiversity metrics

Alpha: average richness of 
all plots in circle
Beta: average pairwise 
difference between plots in 
circle
Gamma: pooled richness of 
all plots in circle



Alpha: local Beta: turnover Gamma: regional

BIRDS Breeding Bird Survey

TREES Forest Inventory & Analysis



• Predictive power of 
metrics varies by 
taxon and scale

• Spatially naïve 
metric did 
roughly as well as 
spatially 
conscious ones



BBS routes and Bird Conservation Regions



Biodiversity and geodiversity across BBS routes
Alpha: local Beta: turnover Gamma: regional

Elevation variability Temperature mean Geological age diversity



Read et al., in prep.



Take-home messages

• Scale matters

• Ongoing: add functional traits and phylogenetic 
diversity, compare to other taxonomic groups, 
simultaneous explorations across spatial grain and 
extent



Sydnerecord.blogs.brynmawr.com

sydnerecord

@recordlab

srecord@brynmawr.edu



Predictions
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Slope coefficients

Birds’ coefficients may 
be less scale-
dependent than trees’

Birds show a positive 
signal, trees a negative 
signal


